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The log-based method uses the kinds of information in the
query log to find out the relationship between the queries and
recommend similar queries. Query flow graph [7] is one of query
recommendation method. This method is based on log
information to get transfer probability between the queries and
suggests queries that are approximately related to initial queries.
But we cannot find semantic information of query from search
log. And query logs are sparse. There many isolated points in the
query flow. Concurrently, when we build the query flow graph,
we think that the queries have the same search goal in a session.
The queries in a search goal have similarity. But sometimes the
session partition is inaccurate so that the transfer probabilities of
queries cannot calculate accurately.
So, in this paper, we add query semantic information into
query flow graph to modify the transfer probability between
queries. We use word2vec to represent queries which are nodes in
query flow graph. We recalculate the query transfer probability
which combines semantic information.

Abstract
Web mining is one among the thrust area of research in the data
mining domain. The classification of query recommendation can be
divided into two major classes that are document-based approach and
log-based approach. Log-based method can get relatively good query
recommendation and find query inner relation. Query flow graph is
one of log-based method and get relatively good recommendation.
However, query flow graph cannot get query semantic information.
And there are many isolated nodes because of data sparseness.
Therefore, word2vec is used to define the query semantic and add query
semantic to query flow graph. That can be able to modify query transfer
probability which is calculated by query flow graph. At the same time,
we can get connection between the isolated queries that are related but
no connection due to the data sparseness and the inaccuracy of session
split. Empirical tests are conducted in accordance with the AOL log.
From the results the efficiency of the approach in suggesting queries
and F1 value is about 20% higher than the traditional query flow
graph.
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2. RELATED WORK

1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 QUERY RECOMMENDATION

With the increasing amount of web content, it is increasingly
hard to obtain helpful knowledge that can meet the need of the
user on the basis of the actual search query [1]. So the users
reconstruct a new query, which is identical to the actual search
query and is nearly identical to the search goals of the user. For
instance, when the users enter a new query “apple” to website,
proper information is not retrieved for them. So the search engine
will yield a set of new queries such as “apple website”, “iPhone”.
By this means, the users can select a new query for searching
relevant info and retrieve the message that they intend to get as
quick as possible.
In the 1990s era, the query recommendation concept is first
proposed to help user getting the next query that is nearly the same
as the initial query. Afterwards, query recommendation
technology has attracted the attention of a large number of
research scholars. At present, the technology can be split into two
groups which are document-based approach [2] [3] and log-based
approach [4]-[6]. Document-based method finds the related
queries or phrases through related documents containing the
query and the existing dictionaries. However, how to construct the
discovered words to a query is a major difficulty.
So at present, query recommendation technology generally
uses log-based method. When the user searches for information
on the search engine, the search engine records the search activity
of the user and forms search logs. The query logs of search engine
include query content, query time, click URL, and the URL
location in the search page.

Antonellis et al. [8] added the idea of weight to traditional
Simrank and applied it in advertising recommendation.
Beeferman et al. [9] constructed query-URL bipartite graph from
the historical log files in the search engine and used agglomerative
clustering algorithm for the query clustering and URL to get
related queries.
Ma et al. [10] used a union matrix that unifies query-URL
bipartite graph and user-query bipartite graph for learning the low
dimensional latent feature vectors belonging to the query and a
solution was presented to calculate query similarity utilizing those
feature vectors. Gupta et al. [11] used selectivity estimation to
optimize query results. Zahera et al. [12] introduced a technique
that depends on clustering procedures in which sets of
semantically identical queries are found.
Boldi et al. [7] proposed Query flow graph and it considered
query sequence. When queries successively appear in one
session, the number of queries increases. Thus, rather than
counting query number, counting query semantic might improve
query
recommendation
by
applying
semantics
to
recommendation.

2.2 WORD VECTOR
With the development of deep learning, the method of word
vector has garnered immense focus in Natural Language
Processing. The simplest word vector is 0ne-hot representation.
The main idea of this method is using word vector which has a
dictionary size length to express every word. The ith position is
non-zero, and other positions are zero. So it is easy to cause
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dimensional disaster and Semantic gap. In 1986, Hinton et al. [13]
proposed Distributed Representation which can solve the above
problems. This method maps words into word vectors of fixed
size, treats each word vector as a point in space, and calculates the
spatial distance of each word vector. Many researchers express
information by vector. Rygl et al. [14] presented a new scheme
for ‘vector similarity searching’ over words and documents that
are densely represented semantically.
Chowdhury et al. [15] proposed an approach to compute
centroid vector for passages according to the wording and
intention of the given query. Word2vec is a relevant model used
to generate word vectors. It can define a word into vector form
rapidly and efficiently through the optimized training model
according to the given corpus. Li et al. [16] used a new hybrid
framework known as mixed word embedding to capture the
syntax information of words more accurately based on the
word2vec toolbox. Singh et al. [17] use word2vec approach to
choose the terms that are semantically identical with query once
Borda count rank combining scheme is applied.

In the first step, every query can be considered to be a group
of words, indicated as q  {qw1 , qw2 , qwn } , where q stands for the
query, where qwi refers to the word in the query.
Secondly, we use the word2vec model [20], [21] for training
the word vectors of each word in query. Each word can be
calculated as
Vq   i 1 word 2vec  qwi 
n

(1)

where word 2vec(qwi ) refers to the word i present in the query and
n is the number of words present in the query.
Thirdly, the cosine similarity between each query vector is
calculated, and the semantic information between queries is
obtained.
We can compute the semantic transfer probability by the
following formulas:

simsem (qi , q j )  sim(Vqi ,Vqj ) 

3. PROPOSED WORK
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where xi, xj represents the value of the word vector Vqi, Vqj.

3.1 SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION OF QUERIES

3.2 TRANSFER PROBABILITY CALCULATION

The query flow graph mines the order of queries in query logs.
Users input a query to the search engine. Then they submit a new
query in a session. So we think that two successively submitted
queries are relevant. In query flow, there is an edge between those
two queries. If it is not rightly differentiated if the query belongs
to the same search intent, we cannot accurately calculate the query
transfer probability. At the same time, because of the sparseness
of logs, there is no connection between many queries. So we can
use query semantic information to modify query transfer
probability. In this paper, we use vector to represent query
semantic information. Google has opened word2vec for training
word vectors under the study of the statistical language models.
The learning procedure of a vector using word2vec explicitly
encodes many language rules and patterns. Many of these modes
can be formulated as linear transformations [18] [19]. For
instance, the results can be found by just computing vector
(“King”)-vector(“Man”)+vector(“Woman”) is quite near to the
vector of “Queen”. So, considering the element-wise summation
or mean of the word that embeds over every word in the sentence
also generates a vector capable of encoding the meaning. In the
event of the availability of the vector form of words in phrases
and sentences, the techniques of vector sum or mean constitute
the inexpensive models which are used to get the vector related to
phrase and sentence. The queries in the search log are generally
brief, spanning just two or three words.
So the semantic information of the query can be got by the
linear combination of the word vectors. At the same time, the
word vector of every word in the query is simply acquired using
the corpus training. Therefore it is a time-conserving approach for
and the most time saving method is to compute the word vector
of the query by summing.
The word vector representation of queried can be divided into
three steps:

The transfer probability between queries includes two parts.
One is obtained through query flow graph; the other is calculated
by own semantic information.
In query flow graph, the queries are correlated when their
search intent is the same. When two queries in a session and qj is
input instantly after qi, an edge exists from qi to qj in the query
flow graph. We can define query flow graph as

G  (Q, EQQ , w)
where,

Q  {q1 , q2 , , qn } is the set of distinct queries $Q$ submitted to
the search engine.
EQQ  {e} refers to the set of edges which link queries that have
been submitted sequentially in a query session.

w (0,1) is weight that measures the probability of transition
from query qi to query qj.
The transfer probability between queries takes into account the
order of successively input between queries, depicting the query
intent and the semantic relevance between the queries. The query
transfer probability is computed as below: first, the search log in
the search engine is split into session. Then, if qi and qj in the same
session and qj is input instantly after the query qi, so there is an
edge in the query flow graph that points from qi to qj. Finally, we
can compute the similarity between the query and the query and
construct query flow graph.
The query similarity is calculated as
 f  qi , q j 

if w  qi , q j   0
simQFG  qi , q j    f  qi 

otherwise
0
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Step 4: Do ri  cW ri  (1  c)ei

where simQFG (qi , q j ) denotes the similarity between query qi and
query qj. f ( xi ) denotes the number of times which qi appears in

Step 5: Output first Top-5 results from the ranking vector ri

the search log. f (qi , q j ) denotes the number of times that qi is

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS

submitted after qj in the search log.
In this article, the construction of a query flow graph model
depends on the query session, and the 30min indicates the
threshold for the session division of the search log. The query in
the search log is indicated as each node, and the frequency of the
query that are sequentially issued in the session is computed.
The semantic transfer probability is calculated in sec3.1. We
apply the semantic representation of queries to the query flow
graph to recalculate the transfer probability between queries, and
get a new transfer probability. The new transfer probability can
be defines as following:

simquery (qi , q j )   simQFG (qi , q j )   simsem (qi , q j )

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND EVALUATION
APPROACHES
The data set is utilized in this work which is taken from search
logs from AOL search engine from March to May in 2006.
Experimental data contain 3558184 records. We extract 80%
records in the form of training set and 20% in the form of test set.
The reprocessing of the training set is divided into three steps:
First of all, threshold of 30min is used for the session split in order
to make an estimation on the probability of two queries having the
search target to be the same. Then, the query with www and other
navigation vocabulary are eliminated, reducing noise. At last, we
get rid of the edges which connect the queries below than five.
In the process of testing, we find the entire queries which
submit behind query q in test set and are in a session with q to
create a query set with relevance.
In case the recommended query is present in the relevant query
set, then the recommended query is regarded as achieved success.
In this paper, we choose the first N queries for assessing the
precision, recall and F1 measure. The precision, recall and F1
metrics are formulated as below:

(4)

As we can see, the parameters are weight which can balance
the query information and its semantic information.
2.1 QUERY RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
In this work, query recommendation algorithm that depends
on query semantic is provided as Algorithm 1. We calculate the
transfer probability by using query information and semantic
information. After the users submit the query in search engine,
restart random walk is used [22] to suggest the query
approximately equivalent to the input query. Random walk with
restart is given by Eq.(5).

ri  cW ri  (1  c)ei

(5)

Precision=

where c indicates the restart probability and W indicates the
transfer probability matrix. ei refers to the initial vector, The ith

Number of correct queries
Number of total correct queries

Recall=

element is 1, the remaining is 0. ri indicates score vector.
During the recommendation process, the initial query is a
point of start, and it randomly chooses the neighboring query with
the initial query, and shifts to the neighboring query. Next, the
present adjacent query is taken to be the initial queries and the
above procedure of random walk is repeated. At last, the top
queries is found to make recommendations to users that are
identical to the initial query.
Algorithm 1: Query recommendation algorithm based on
query semantic
Input: Query q
Output: Top N recommended queries
Step 1: Vector representation of queries
Vq   i 1 word 2vec  qwi 
n

F1=

n
i 1

4.2.1 Impact of Parameters (,):
At first, we conduct multi-group experiments for the values of
two parameters in the calculation of transfer probability. In the
experiments, the parameters  ,  are satisfied at more than 0 and
less than 1. At the same time, the range of each parameter are
changed to 0.1 and satisfy  ,   1 . We notice the impact of the
precision, the recall and the F1 measure at Top10. The
experimental results show in table 1.

(6)
Parameters

( xi  x j )

 i 1 ( xi )2 
n

query

transfer

=0.1, =0.9
=0.2, =0.8
=0.3, =0.7
=0.4, =0.6
=0.5, =0.5
=0.6, =0.4

(7)

 i 1 ( x j )2
n

probability

simquery (qi , q j )   simQFG (qi , q j )   simsem (qi , q j )

(10)
(11)

Table.1. Impact of Parameters



Step 3: Compute the hybrid
simquery (qi , q j ) as

2*Precision*Recall
Precision+Recall

(9)

4.2 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Step 2: Define simsem (qi , q j ) as

sim(Vqi ,Vqj ) 

Number of correct queries
Number of total queries

(8)
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Precision
0.4

Recall

F1

0.143428 0.144081

0.4014706 0.143661 0.144494
0.401471

0.144067

0.401471

0.144089 0.145053

0.4044
0.404412

0.14421

0.14501
0.14528

0.144286 0.145409
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=0.7, =0.3 0.404411 0.144181 0.145249
=08, =02 0.402941 0.143872 0.144726
=0.9, =0.1 0.405882 0.144248 0.145397

Top3 in SemQFG. We get the average is 0.16296. So, we found
from the experimental results that the F1 value increased by 20%
if we use query semantic information.
0.16

As show in Table.1, when  is 0.6 and  is 0.4, recall and F1
measure are highest. And  is 0.9 and  is 0.1, we can get the
highest precision. Considering the above situation, we take
parameters  is 0.6 and  is 0.4. In the later experiment, we use
those values of parameters to calculate the transfer probability.

0.14
0.12

Recall

0.1

4.2.2 Evaluation of Efficiency:
One of our main goals of this paper is to show that query
semantic information has the positive effects on the quality of
query recommendation. We compare our method with the
traditional query flow graph and only using query semantics to
query recommendation.
• QFG: a traditional method for query recommendation,
which calculate the number of queries in a session.
• SemQuery: a method only use query semantic information.
• SemQFG: We add semantic information to query flow
graph.
The precision measured is illustrated in Fig.1.

0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02

0

Top3 Top4 Top5 Top6 Top7 Top8 Top9 Top10

Top Queries
Fig.2. Recall of Adding Query Semantic
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Top Queries

0.1

0

Fig.3. F1 of Adding Query Semantic
Top3 Top4 Top5 Top6 Top7 Top8 Top9 Top10

Top Queries

To evaluate the efficiency of the technique, the performance
comparison of the following methods: (1) QUBG [8] uses query
information and URL information in logs to construct QueryURL bipartite graph and recommend related queries. (2) CQM
[12] use query clustering method for query recommendation. The
results of the experiment are illustrated in Fig.4 - Fig.6.

Fig.1. Precision of Adding Query Semantic
We can see that only using semantic information have low
precision. User submit a query to search engine, we recommend
new query which is not only have semantic similar but also have
relevance. For example, when we search “travel”, we recommend
query such as “a long trip” which have semantic similarity with
initial queries. But we also need recommend query such as
“shanghai” which is relevant to initial queries. However, those
queried does not have semantic similarity with initial queries. So
we add query semantic to query flow. Query flow graph can mine
query relation by query log. Query semantic can be used as
supplementary to modify query transfer probability. We can more
accurately calculated query transfer probability.
In Fig.2, we can find that our method can get better recall than
traditional query flow graph. The F1 measure is shown in Fig.3.
They all have the same trend as that observed in Fig.1. In Fig.3,
F1 measures are 0.14321 in top3, 0.14019 in top5, and 0.12514 in
top10 which are obtained by QFG. We can get the average of F1
measures is 0.13618. It is worth noting that the F1 measures are
0.17791, 0.16557, and 0.14541 respectively in Top1, Top2, and

0.9
0.8

QUBG
CQM
SemQFG

0.7

Precision

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1
0

Top3

Top5

Top7

Top9 Top11 Top13 Top15

Top Queries
Fig.4. Evaluation of Precision
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With an increase in recommended number, Fig.4 shows the
change curve of the precision. It reveals that adding the semantic
information to the query flow graph has much better precision
compared to the other two approaches. Query semantic can
modify query transfer probability which calculate by query flow
graph. Also query semantic transfer probability can obtain
transfer probability between queries which is isolated nodes in
query flow graph.

this technique had improved performance compared to the
conventional query flow graph, and the precision, recall rate and
F1 measure had been significantly improved. For the work
intended for the future, consider other information present in the
search log for improving the recommended result that can be very
close to the query intent.
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The Fig.5 illustrates the change curve of the three approaches.
We compare the recall with other two approaches. It can be
seen that with the increase in the number of recommendations, the
recall rate of this technique and other approaches rise. But this
approach always achieves a better recall compared to the other
two techniques.
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As seen from Fig.6, it exhibits the same trend as that found in
Fig.5. All the results can prove that adding query semantics can
help improving the results of query recommendation in query
flow graph.

5. SUMMARY
In this work, we used word2vec to represent each query in the
query flow graph. Also, we recalculated the transfer probability
between queries when we added the semantic information to
query flow graph. Experiments based on AOL log showed that
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